
WRITE A PROGRAM TO FIND FACTORIAL OF A NUMBER IN JAVA

There are many ways to write the factorial program in java language. int number=5;//It is the number to calculate
factorial; for(i=1;inumber;i++){; fact= fact*i;; }.

As I have already mentioned above, the logic remains the same for factorial in java, just the execution differs.
Solution 1 : Factorial using recursion In order to create a recursive solution you need a base case where
program terminates and in this problem base case is factorial of 1, which is 1. Do let us know if you face any
errors or doubts related to the program. Solution 2 : Factorial without Recursion As I said instead of using
recursion and calling factorial method again you can also use for loop to calculate factorial because! Date;
import java. Iteration provides a more robust way, but don't worry you will learn how to calculate factorial
with and without recursion in Java. Further Learning. In such cases you can use BigInteger, which has
theoretically no limit and can be used to represent very large integral numbers. Iteration or use of for loop
results in more robust solution. By the way, factorial of numbers grows very quickly and even the largest
integral data type in Java, long is not able to hold factorial of anything or above  We are here to help you with
every step on your journey, for becoming a besides this java interview questions, we come up with a
curriculum which is designed for students and professionals who want to be a Java Developer. Make sure you
practice as much as possible and revert your experience! Recommended videos for you. This brings us to the
end of this article where we have learned how to implement factorial program in Java. Factorial program in
Java using Recursion Recursion is a function or a method which calls itself continuously. Just remember that
even though recursive solution are small and clear they are prone to throw StackOverFlowException, hence
not suitable for production code. This problem is often used to teach programming, particularly recursion in
school and colleges and its good one as well. BigInteger; import java. Java Program to calculate Factorial with
and without Recursion Here is our complete solution of this problem. You can use recursive methods which
call itself, thereby making the code short but a little complex to understand. Hope you are clear with all that
has been shared with you in this tutorial. Factorial program in Java using while loop While loop in Java help
your code to be executed repeatedly based on the condition. Since their parameter type is different they are
two different method also known as overloaded methods. From there onward stack started to roll down and
finally factorial of number is calculated. Since factorial is a naturally recursive operation, it make sense to use
recursion to solve this problem but its not always the best way. First method uses recursion to calculate
factorial while second method uses iteration to calculate factorial. Calendar; import java.


